


Ø Summer Reading Program – Group 
Registration now open!

https://signumuniversity.org/academy/

Ø Baymoot:  August 18th in Oakland, CA



*Episode 11 features the Making of the Sun and Moon
(with the death of Fëanor as a footnote)

*Episode 12 features the Parley and the Spider Attack 

*For the Parley, we do have to decide how much attempted 
trickery and double-dealing we want to work into it

*End of the Helcaraxë sequence

https://forums.signumuniversity.org/index.php?threads/season-3-
script-outlines.2672/



AKA, The Sun Also Rises (Insert Better Title)
¨ Fingolfin is revealed as the primary elven 

protagonist as his people have endured the ice and 
the Fëanoreans are defeated/in disarray

¨ The Doriath plotline is rather weak, but serves the 
important task of revealing the power of the Girdle 
of Melian

¨ Maedhros’ stint as prisoner of Angband will be one 
of the few glimpses the good guys get of this 
fortress (until Gwindor and Lúthien and Húrin, 
anyway). 



¨ And now…we go on location!
¨ With thanks to Haakon, 

Haerengil, Faelivrin, Nick, and 
MithLuin for their contributions



¨ Can we interest you in some fjords?  
Norway and Faroe Islands



¨ A bleak coastal region with impressive 
mountains to the East



¨ Scottish Highlands



¨ Scottish Highlands

¨ Faroe Islands



¨ Ascar

¨ Gelion







¨ Scandanavia

¨ Carpathians

¨ Blue Ridge Mountains

Bonus: 
Spider Caves!



¨ Yosemite

¨ Alaska

¨ Mourne Mountains



¨ Dolomites



¨ Kamen, Bezymianny, and Klyuchevskoy, in 
Russia

¨ Three Sisters Canmore Alberta







Germany

Wales New South Wales



¨ Sainte Baume France



¨ Left:  Roger Garland
¨ Right:  Alan Lee

¨ Nick’s Design of the Gate:
¨ https://youtu.be/4-9HqOEPbyo





¨ Jordan River

¨ Rift Valley



Ø Session 3-24 on Friday June 29th (after Mythmoot) 
Ø Next up:  Creative Contributions!

Ø Please post all of your artwork, maps, 
costumes, creature designs, etc. for Season 3 on 
the forums in preparation for this session.   

Ø Casting Nominations are in Progress.  The 
deadline for casting nominations will be: Monday 
June 25th.  If all goes well, voting will open on 
June 29th.  

Ø Our music session will be after the Casting 
Session, and then Season 3 will be complete.  


